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HP 4155a 



Overview of HP 4155a 

ÅSemiconductor Parameter Analyzer 

ÅHP 4155A/4156A is an electronic instrument 
for measuring and analyzing the 
characteristics of semiconductor devices.  

ÅOne instrument allows you to perform both 
measurement and analysis of measurement 
results. 

ÅContains many SMUs (Source-Measure Units) 



Steps for Use 

ÅStart with the semiconductor of interest 
ïLab 7 will deal with a MOSFET array in the lab kit 

ÅThere are different add-ons for using different 
package types 
ïWe only need the DIP (dual in-line package) for 

EE330 

ÅObtain the data sheet for the pin out - this is 
important so you connect the device correctly 
ŀƴŘ ŘƻƴΩǘ ŘŀƳŀƎŜ ƛǘ ƻǊ ǘƘŜ It пмрр 
ïThis equipment is expensive so pay attention!! 



Connecting the DUT to the Test Fixture 

Corresponding Pin Locations for 
connecting to the different 
channels of the HP 4155  

Location of the DUT (device under 
test).  This is where you will place the 
device to be tested.  Notice the pin 
numbers next to the pins.  They 
correspond to the ports above for 
connecting to the HP 4155a. 



Modes of Operation 

ÅBefore continuing, must first understand the 3 
basic modes of operation to be used: 

1. Source Voltage / Sense (measure) Current   
όaƻŘŜ Ψ±Ωύ 

2. {ƻǳǊŎŜ /ǳǊǊŜƴǘ κ {ŜƴǎŜ ±ƻƭǘŀƎŜ όaƻŘŜ ΨLΩύ 

3. Common (acts as a reference for voltages) 

Å Similar to the black connection on the DC supplies on 
the lab benches 

Å NOT true earth ground!!  So be careful! 



Plan Your Experiment 

ÅBefore touching the parameter analyzer, think of 
what you want to do. 
ÅFor example, which pins are what and how are 

they going to be sourced or measured? 
ÅDraw a diagram of the pins if necessary or obtain 

the datasheet 
ÅDecide on sweep parameters 
ÅWhat is the expected result?   
ïLŦ ȅƻǳ ŘƻƴΩǘ ƪƴƻǿΣ ŦƛƎǳǊŜ ƛǘ ƻǳǘ ōŜŦƻǊŜƘŀƴŘ ǎƻ ȅƻǳ Ŏŀƴ 

realize if the data obtained is erroneous. 
ïThis will help in troubleshooting if problems occur 



The SMU Channels 

Source/Measure Channels 1-6 

Each Channel has 2 pins for 
Force and Guard ς We will use 
the Force pin for source/sense 

modes 

These channels will be tied to 
the pins as needed 


